Mr. Wagley’s
Book Report Pizza
BACK OF PIZZA
1.

Use a 12” piece of paper or larger for this project. It will need to start off as blank on both sides.
You may choose to make your pizza either a “circle” (12” diameter) or “square” (12” sides).

2.

Divide the back of the pizza into slices by using a ruler and black marker. (Note: Slices will NOT
be even. You will need to decide the appropriate size for each section of information you will
need to put in the slice.)

3.

There are slices that can be created for your book report. You may not use all the slices if you do
not want to. Your goal is to do enough “sections” to achieve the grade you desire. You may do
ALL sections/slices if desired. LABEL each slice according to the criteria below:
Slice 1:
Slice 2:
Slice 3:
Slice 4:
Slice 5:
Slice 6:
Slice 7:

Brief plot summary and cover the ENTIRE plot mountain of the novel
Four MAIN characters (Names, roles, and detailed summary of them)
Book Review Slice (Detailed opinion of your thoughts about the novel?)
Collage explanation Slice (What does your collage mean? Why did you choose the
individual pieces that went into it? Explain your thinking in what creates your collage.)
Settings (Explain the WHENs and WHEREs of the story and how they are important.)
Conflicts (At least TWO internal conflicts and TWO external conflicts and how they are
important to the story.)
Theme explanation (What is the lesson and how does the novel support that lesson?)

You will want to write out your information on paper first (a rough draft) to see exactly how
big you need to make your slices. The information included should be written in complete
sentences. As with all your assignments, it should provide as much depth and detail as is
allowed.
FRONT OF PIZZA
1.

Use magazines, clip art, or your own drawings to illustrate main ideas, emotions, setting,
characters, plot, etc. of your book. What you put into this collage is up to you. It can be one
giant picture or made up many smaller pictures. Your creativity gets to shine in this area.

2.

Place cutouts/pictures/etc in a collage format leaving a one-inch ‘crust’ around the edge.

3.

Write the title, author, and your name on the crust. Make it look decorative.

